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Our mission
Our mission is to get everyone on board with crypto. We will make cryptocurrency easy
to buy, trade and manage for the average user. CoinCollect permits anyone to secure
their position in crypto and maintain full control over their coins. No more risking your
funds with third parties.

Mobile application
ONE PLATFORM - To buy, manage and exchange your coins & tokens. We

integrate the best fiat gateways to make sure you can buy crypto with
dollars or euros using the CoinCollect application. Cutting edge
decentralized technology is used to ensure that you can easily
exchange and securely store your coins for a seamless experience.

YOUR KEYS, YOUR COINS - in CoinCollect we use advanced decentralized

exchange technology allowing us to make sure you own your keys at all
times. This means you are in control.
Eliminating the problems you had with the first generation (1.0)
exchanges and their vulnerabilities.

SMOOTH EXPERIENCE - CoinCollect is the smoothest experience there is

in a blockchain application. Every screen navigates intuitively.
Everything is clear as daylight.
No more frustrating moments in which you want to just smash your
device against a wall.

The team and the project
We are a decentralised team with a shared vision. In our vision, the software is
decentralised, secure, free, open and respecting privacy.
CoinCollect is a project. It does not have shares and can never sell out to the big
boys. Instead, all benefits are distributed among coin holders and to the ones
who donated time or money. All gains flow back to the CoinCollect community.

Why people use our solution
The CoinCollect mobile application is a window into the world of blockchains. No user
account is needed, all coins are stored on the blockchain!
We bring peer-to-peer swaps in an easy way, you can exchange one coin for another without
ever losing ownership over your coins. Without the hassle of accounts or KYC. These are
important features for freedom and privacy!
Of course, when converting to or from fiat money (Dollar/Euro) KYC/AML is applied via third
parties.

Commercial model
1 A margin of at least 3% on each transaction is charged using special Liquidity Provider nodes
2 Users are estimated to swap on average €50 a week using our application

Users can buy coins with fiat
which can then be traded on
the BarterDEX network.

Fiat Gateway
3rd party KYC/AML

p2p network

CoinCollect
application

BarterDEX

Organization & reward structure
Team
Developing the
CoinCollect interface

Creating sponsorships
and other deals

Fiat gateway deals
& others

Rewards
Rewards are converted to Komodo
and collected in the CoinCollect
blockchain

Community
Utilizing the
BarterDEX protocol

BarterDEX fees

Maintaining the
liquidity providers

3% margin on trades

Maintaining the
CoinCollect blockchain
Distributing the coins

Distributed among all
CoinCollect coin holders

Projections based on 100.000 CC
Time

Projections
These projections are based on one
application only using the CoinCollect
reward system. It is also only based on
the in-app trade margins.
Fiat gateways, BarterDEX fees and other
reward generating opportunities are not
included.

Users

Monthly
trades

Monthly margin
on total trades

Margin

Monthly rewards
per 100K CC

Accumulated paid
rewards per 100K CC

2019-01

200

€200

3%

€1.200

€0,60

€0,60

2019-02

524

€200

3%

€3.144

€1,57

€2,17

2019-03

1.247

€200

3%

€7.483

€3,74

€5,91

2019-04

1.721

€200

3%

€10.326

€5,16

€11

2019-05

2.375

€200

3%

€14.250

€7,13

€18

2019-06

3.278

€200

3%

€19.655

€9,83

€28

2019-07

4.523

€200

3%

€27.138

€14

€41

2019-08

6.242

€200

3%

€37.450

€19

€60

2019-09

8.614

€200

3%

€51.681

€26

€86

2019-10

11.887

€200

3%

€71.320

€36

€122

2019-11

16.404

€200

3%

€98.422

€49

€171

2019-12

22.637

€200

3%

€135.822

€68

€238

Year 1

31.239

€200

3%

€187.435

€94

€333

Year 2

311.370

€200

3%

€1.868.223

€934

€5.594

Year 3

2.269.141

€200

3%

€13.614.845

€6.807

€44.096

User numbers based on 38% retention rate. Network effect: every user adds / inspires 2 friends,
after 3 months this will decrease to 1 (200%), after 1 year to 1.8 friends (180%).

Coin distribution

Total supply:

200.000.000 CC

Opposed to many ICO's and startups a large
portion of the coins is dedicated to the team.
This is the result of CoinCollect being a
decentralized team rather than an organization.
As in a normal company 70% of the revenue goes
to the organization itself. In this setup 100% flows
directly to the rewards.

25%
Team allocation

25%
Liquidity for exchange ecosystem

25%

25%

3%
User growth program

10%
2%
Community airdrop

20%

The team takes care of the operation and
development and has to take care of these
investments out of pocket. The team is able to do
so, as their stake generates enough rewards.

10%
Phase II - members

10%
5%

10%
Phase III - members
5%
Advisors

Total for investments 40.000.000 CC
Already sold: 11.738.333 CC

* U.S. residents can only participate in the token sale by
investing a minimum of 100.000 USD for a discounted
price as an accredited investor. Please contact us
directly.

Available for this token sale round*:
Amount

Price

10.000.000 CC

0.04 EUR

Period

15 DEC - 15 JAN

Further token sale rounds will be announced in the future.

For investments of a minimum of 100.000 EUR contact us
directly for a discounted price.

Coin model
Next to the mobile application there is a CoinCollect blockchain. This is an independent
blockchain made using Komodo Platform technology secured with Komodo’s & Bitcoin’s
hashrate using Komodo’s Delayed Proof of Work consensus mechanism.
It will feature the CC coin and crypto conditions a novel form of advanced smart contract
functionality. CoinCollect chain will collect all rewards and redistribute these
proportionally to all coin holders.
For using the CoinCollect mobile application there is no need to use the CC coin. However,
we will encourage users to hold our coin by rewarding them with CC coins for performing
certain tasks, a loyalty program & frequent trading. Furthermore the CC coin is the perfect
coin to hold in your portfolio as it redistributes interesting rewards to its holders.
Over time we will advance tokenomics to boost network effects. We will reward the first
1000 users with CC coins via Airdrop and set up a referral program to allow users to earn
extra CC coins for inviting friends.

Coin specifications

Name

CoinCollect

Ticker symbol

CC

Total supply

200.000.000

Initial supply

200.000.000

Decimals

8

Type

Komodo Independent Blockchain

Advisors & investors
SuperNET
SuperNET is a collaborative community of participating cryptocurrency coins and
their development teams, alongside innovative coders, networking experts, social
media and commercial development specialists and third party service providers,
seeking to create a united platform of technologies focusing on the establishment.
SuperNET is invested in projects like Komodo, Bitcoin, IOTA, Syscoin & Stratis for a
total of ~ 60M USD

DEVSEC
We are happy to have DEVSEC as an advisor. With DEVSEC we have access to a
decentralised team of engineers, developers and security experts including JL777
(tech lead Komodo) & CA333 (security lead Komodo).
DEVSEC is the ultimate partner to perform secure code reviews, exploitation and
pen testing, avoiding exploits and more.

